Midwestern Industries New Low-Profile, Compact Separator for Confined Spaces

Massillon, OH. Midwestern Industries' new Low-Profile Compact Separator is designed for production-screening or scalping operations in limited-space installations where headroom is at a minimum. A “straight-through” fines discharge allows for a high-efficiency, high-capacity product flow directly beneath the separator. The Low-Profile Compact Separator is ideal for dry or liquid/solid screening applications. Midwestern's new separator has two vibrator motors, positioned 180-degrees apart on external, adjustable, side motor mounts. The adjustable motor mounts enable strategic motor positioning, providing the best possible through-put and oversize discharge for diverse products.

Options include: anti-blinding ball-tray and conical kleener assemblies; flat cover assemblies in carbon steel, stainless steel or clear lexan; and, totally enclosed, non-ventilated motors in either 230/460-volt or 575-volt, three-phase, 60-hertz models. Midwestern Industries manufactures a complete line of round and rectangular vibrating screening equipment and replacement screens and parts.

For more information about the Low-Profile Compact Separator, contact Midwestern Industries, Inc. P.O. Box 810, Massillon, OH 44648. Phone 330-837-4203; fax 330-837-4210; e-mail info@midwesternind.com; www.midwesternind.com.